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	This book grew out of my experience teaching MATLAB® and other computing languages to freshmen engineering students at Salt Lake Community College. I was frustrated by the lack of a text that “started at the beginning.” Although there were many comprehensive reference books, they assumed a level of both mathematical and computer sophistication that my students did not possess. Also, because MATLAB® was originally adopted by practitioners in the fi elds of signal processing and electrical engineering, most of these texts provided examples primarily from those areas, an approach that didn’t fi t with a general engineering curriculum. This text starts with basic algebra and shows how MATLAB® can be used to solve engineering problems from a wide range of disciplines. The examples are drawn from concepts introduced in early chemistry and physics classes and freshman and sophomore engineering classes. A standard problem-solving methodology is used consistently.

	

	The text assumes that the student has a basic understanding of college algebra and has been introduced to trigonometric concepts; students who are mathematically more advanced generally progress through the material more rapidly. Although the text is not intended to teach subjects such as statistics or matrix algebra, when the MATLAB® techniques related to these subjects are introduced, a brief background is included. In addition, sections describing MATLAB® techniques for solving problems by means of calculus and differential equations are introduced near the end of appropriate chapters. These sections can be assigned for additional study to students with a more advanced mathematics background, or they may be useful as reference material as students progress through an engineering curriculum.
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Flexibility and Robustness in SchedulingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Scheduling is a broad research area and scheduling problems arise from several application domains (production systems, logistic, computer science, etc.). Solving scheduling problems requires tools of combinatorial optimization, exact or approximated algorithms. Flexibility is at the frontier between predictive deterministic approaches and...
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Marketing Management: Millennium Edition (10th Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
This world-wide best-selling book highlights the most recent trends and developments in global marketing—with an emphasis on the importance of teamwork between marketing and all the other functions of the business. It introduces new perspectives in successful strategic market planning, and presents additional company examples of creative,...
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Knowledge of Life Today: Conversations on Biology (Jean Gayon interviewed by Victor Petit) (Interdisciplinarity, Science and Humanities)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Knowledge of Life Today presents the thoughts of Jean Gayon, a major philosopher of science in France who is recognized across the Atlantic, especially for his work in philosophy and the history of life sciences. The book is structured around Gayon's personal answers to questions put forward by Victor Petit. This approach...
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The Definitive Guide to SWT and JFACEApress, 2004
Need to build stand-alone Java applications? The Definitive Guide to SWT  and Jface will help you build them from the ground up. The book first runs  down the Java GUI toolkit history. Then the book explains why SWT is superior  and provides extensive examples of building applications with SWT. 

You'll come to understand the...
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Poorly Made in China: An Insider's Account of the Tactics Behind China's Production GameJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for Poorly Made in China


	"This fast-paced travelogue through the world of Chinese manufacturing is scary, fascinating, and very funny. Midler is not only a knowledgeable guide to the invisible underbelly of the global economy, he is a sympathetic and astute observer of China, its challenges, and its...
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Building Machine Learning Systems with Python - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Get more from your data through creating practical machine learning systems with Python


	About This Book

	
		Build your own Python-based machine learning systems tailored to solve any problem
	
		Discover how Python offers a multiple context solution for create machine learning systems
	...
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